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Moberly, Buford capture election-day victories
By Terry Sebastian
News editor
One incumbent Madison County legislator held his seat in Frankfort and another was
defeated in Tuesday's elections.
Republican Tom Buford captured the 22nd
district seat in the Kentucky Senate by defeating Incumbent Bill Clouse, Democrat
Buford received 51 percent of the vote,
10,515, while Clouse received 49 percent of
the vote, 9,913.
The 22nd district includes Mercer, Jessamine and Madison counties. Clouse won
the majority of votes in Mercer and Madison
counties giving him a 1,763 vote lead early in
the race.
However, Buford received 2,365 more
votes than Clouse in Jessamine County later
in the race. The difference gave Buford 602

votes more than Gouse.
With the win, Buford, a resident of Jessamine County, will hold his first public office. Clouse, a resident of Madison County,
was seeking his second term in the Kentucky
Senate.
"I feel I tried to run a positive campaign,"
Clouse said. "I do wish my opponent the best
of luck. I would like to see him represent the
district well. He has a tough job ahead.
"I think we need to remind him that Eastern is in his district not UK. And hopefully, the
rhetoric that I heard in the campaign that he
did not support money for higher education
was just that, rhetoric, and he will recognize
the importance of higher education in Kentucky and the importance of Eastern to Madison County."
Clouse received 182 votes from the campus voting precinct. Buford received 82 votes.

City landfill
to stay open
for time being
By J.S. Newton

Belcher said since she was an education
major, education was a big issue for her when
casting her vote.
"I think it is important for people who are
already in practice to remain there," Belcher
said. "I voted for Moberly because he knows
his field."
Belcher, along with 84 other voters at the
campus precinct, voted for Incumbent Harry
Moberly Jr. to fill the 81st district seat in the
Kentucky House of Representatives.
Democrat candidate Moberly defeated
Republican candidate Rob McBride in Tuesday's election to gain the scat. McBride received 51 votes from campus voters.
The number of eligible voters in Madison
County is 17,687. Tuesday. 11,492 voters
arrived at the various precincts around the

"Eastern Kentucky University is naturally
going to be without a doubt my main concern
for higher education,'' Buford said. "The university is something I will be battling for
everyday, and I'm looking forward to working
with the university."
Of the 1,102 students who were eligible to
vote at the campus precinct, only 288 students
actually voted overall Tuesday.
Melissa Belcher, a senior special education major from Pike County, said she was
walking by the Baptist Student Union and
noticed that she could vote in the union. Since
she was registered on campus, she went in and
voted.
"I don't think there was a lot of interest on
campus to vote," Belcher, who voted around
5:30 p.m. Tuesday, said. "I could tell when I
voted because there weren't many names
signed in the 0004."

Voter
Calculation
State Representative
ry Moberly 4,292 55%
McBride 3,572 45%
State Senate
Clouse K7*Buford

Jessamine
Madison
Mercer

1,960
4,325
5.723
4.684
2 230
1 506
9,913
10.515
Amendments (M«di»on'» vote)
Yes
No
No1
2.893 32%
6.323 68%
No.2
2.263 25%
6.507 75%
No.3
2,741 31%
5.947 69%
No.4
6.562 64%
3.665 36%

See ELECTION, PM»A1 2

Progress graphic by Terry Sebastian
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Editor
With a Nov. 8 state environmental
protection deadline approaching, the
Richmond City Commission elected
to keep the Richmond Landfill open.
Unanimously, the commission
voted to keep the landfill in operation
at least until the city has the opportunity to examine all of its waste management options.
In a two and a half hour meeting,
the commission listened to a presentation from Ken vironsEngineering about
possible alternatives to the waste disposal problems in the city of Richmond.
"I think it is one of the toughest
decisions the city will ever have to
make," City Manager Ed Worley said.
"Basically what the commission has
decided tonight is that they are going
to keep their landfill open to assure
that first, the city of Richmond has a
place that we know we can dispose of
our garbage and that we can control
costs. And secondly, I think that the
decision they made provided the whole
county with a hedge against the possibility of private enterprise in years
down the road when the county has no

Presently, the landfill is losing
money as a business with the city
picking up the costs of operating expenses.
In its 1989/90 operating budget,
the city made $81,605 in landfill revenue. Yet expenditures for the landfill
were over $382,000, according to figures presented during the commission
meeting.
Currently, the landfill is charging
approximately $2 per cubic yard for
tipping feesat the landfill. Yet Worley
said some landfills in the state are
charging as much as $5 for a cubic
yard to dump garbage.
Worley said for every ton of waste
the landfill must house, they city is
only making $8.
"There are landfills in the state
that charge $20 a ton," he said.
University officials were at the
commission meeting to listen to the
Richmond Landfill predicament.
University attorney Giles Black
said the university will do its best to
work with the city on any increased
costs from landfill fees.
See LANDFILL, Page A4

Military unit called up
to aid in Desert Shield
By J.S. Newton
Editor
Military personnel of the Lexington Reserve First Military Police
Company were called to active status
and will join a support group at Camp
Pendleton, Calif., according to First
Sergeant Curtis Roderick of the Lexington Marine Reserves.
Roderick said 33 members of the
First Military Police Company will
join members of the Fifth Marine
Expeditionary Brigade at Camp

Pendleton. In all, 20 units from
throughout the country will make up
an 800 troop force that will serve at
least 90 days of active duty, Roderick
said.
Roderick said the troops called to
active duty could serve a possible 360
additional days, but said he could not
speculate on how long their call-up
might last
The call-up has affected some uni See MILITARY, PageM 2
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fSHSf"1 "S^2MI 0< Ber*a eni°y8 n,s day oW from ■chool Tuesday afternoon, as he feeds the ducks by the pond behind the
Stratton Building. Madison County schools were closed for Election Day Tuesday since the schools are used tor poll sites.

Science building evacuated after spill
By Tom Puckett
Managing editor
A chemical spill involving hydrochloric acid resulted in the Oct. 28
evacuation of the Memorial Science
Building and conflicting reports concerning security procedures in the
science labs.
According to Dr. Malcolm Frisbie,
an associate professor of natural science, a "major quantity" of hydrochloric acid was washed down the
sink drain of a storage room on the
third floor, producing a large cloud of
noxious chlorine gas.
"You could physically see the
fumes in the air," said Frisbie, who
reported the spill to public safety at
12:20 p.m. "And you've got a serious
problem anytime you've got a gas
leaking out of a room to the extent that

you can smell it at the other end of the
hall as soon as you walk into the
building."
The Richmond Fire Department
responded to the spill at the request of
public safety officials, evacuating
Frisbie and two graduate students from
the building.
"I could feel it burning my nose
and throat," Frisbie said. "It's an acid,
and it's not good for you to breathe.
But I don't think that it will cause any
irreparable damage."
Frisbie said it had not been determined yet how accident occurred.
"Either something got spilled
down the drain accidentally, or someone went in there and purposefully
dumped something down die drain."
he said.
According to the case report issued by the division of public safety.

this was the second time that an incident has taken place in Room 161, a
chemical-storage room located on the
third floor of the building.
The report stated that Dr. Harry
Smiley, chairman of the chemistry
department, told safety officers that
apparently someone who was not
supposed to had a key to the room.
The report also stated that "according to witnesses the problem exists throughout the science buildings
with people including faculty and
students of key control having keys to
gain access to these buildings."
"I worry about the security of the
chemicals in there all the time," said
Andrew Gill, the laboratory manager
responsible for the security of the
storage room.
Although the door to Room 161 is
supposed to shut and lock automati-

Galbraith explains campaign platform
By Julie Smead
Features editor
Gatewood Galbraith, 1991 Democratic gubernatorial candidate, spoke to university students and faculty last Thursday evening.
During his speech in the Moore Building,
Galbraith said his campaign slogan, which is
Choice, includes the legalization of marijuana
in Kentucky. Galbraith said he contends that
current problems facing Kentucky and the United
States such as education reforms, oil shortages,
agricultural bankruptcies, high medical costs
and environmental concerns can be solved by
legalizing the cultivation and use of marijuana.

Progrtu photo fry LESLIE YOUNG
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By taxing and regulating the sale and use
of marijuana, Galbraith said he has found a
way to pay for various reforms thought to be
needed in Kentucky.
This, he said, is the difference between
the other Kentucky gubernatorial candidates
and himself.
According to Galbraith, marijuana, or
hemp, has been used in the past in the U.S.
and abroad to aid in the treatment of glaucoma patients and to provide fiber that could
replace cotton.
In the future, Galbraith sees hemp oil
taking the place of unrenewable petroleum
sources helping to produce diesel and gaso-

line.
The burning of hemp oil, Galbraith said,
would "help save the air and the ozone layer,"
a concern many candidates are addressing this
election.
In other areas of political concern, Galbraith said he is pro-choice on the issue ol
abortion.
Galbraith said he is "personally against
abortion." but as governor of Kentucky, he
doesn't feel he can dictate this personal choice
to women who have "their own bundle of
choices."
See PLATFORM, Page A12

cally. Gill said a broken hinge has;
produced an ongoing risk.
Gill said key access to the room is
supposed to be restricted to faculty
members, but said repair of the door
"is really not my department, I guess
it would be the people at the physical
plant"
Smiley said Wednesday that the
damage to the door had already been
repaired, and that "it had nothing to do
with the incident"
"The incident resulted from a situation in which a chemical was mixed
with water when it shouldn't have
been." Smiley said.
He added that the person responsible "should have known better.
"I'm not going to say anything
further," Smiley said, "because it
would be tantamount to holding someone up for public ridicule."
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City commission forgets
students are citizens too
park on these streets do not pay city taxes.
What to do? What to do?
University students will soon be faced with
But the commission has forgotten some inanother dilemma. Last week the Richmond City formation in this argument.
First. Although university students do not
Commission discussed legislation that would
prohibit parking on streets bordering the cam- pay taxes to the city, they do buy all of their
pus.
food, clothes and bare essentials from stores in
It seems that students are parking on those the city.
streets and creating a tough situation for people
They also spend huge sums of money on entertainment stemming from bars, movie theawho live on them.
Apparently those living on bordering cam- ters and other sources of fun and frolic.
pus streets find it tough to get a spot out in front
Millions of dollars go into the Richmond
qf their houses. They find they have to walk a economy and the university provides many
long way to
Richmond
get to their
residents with
44 The commission should understand that if it
homes.
jobs and fi; So
the
nancial secuwere not for this university and its presence,
commission
rity.
then economic growth within the city limits
has decided it
But as far as
will look into
the
commiswould cease. } )
aj
system
sion is conwhereby resi- ■^■MMB^^^^^^^B—^_ —^^^^—■■■■^■^M. cerned, that is
dents can park closer to their houses. The com- not a good enough reason to let students park on
mission has decided to try and implement a their "public streets."
policy that would grant residents of these streets
Public streets are just that — public.
special parking access.
They should be open for anyone.
The residents will, in all likelihood, get a
The university is at fault to an extent. They
parking sticker stating that they have access to should provide better parking for the university,
park on that street.
so that students would not have to park off
The commission has the feeling that since the campus.
residents of Richmond pay taxes on those streets,
But for the city to exhibit the attitude that
they should be the ones able to park on the them. student problems are solely EKU administraThr ilso feel that student parking problems tive concerns is absurd.
are a w.icern of the university. They said the
The commission should understand that if it
administration should provide parking for stu- were not for this university and its presence,
dents.
then economic growth within the city limits
; We agree with the commission.that the uni- would cease.
versity should help find a solution to the parking
The 14,000 students who are in town most of
problems of the campus.
the year give too much to be looked upon as if
' But we disagree with the commission's deci- they were not citizens of the city.
sion to prohibit parking on bordering campus
We urge the commission to implement a
streets.
parking policy that is fair and one that does not
We understand the majority of students who prohibit students from parking on public streets.

Debate forum tentatively set for Dec. 10
Progress 8taff report
Continuing controversy over a
column written by contributing columnist Keven McQueen on the issue
of c real ion i sm has prompted the Progress to sponsor a public forum to clear
the air.
I For more than six weeks the Progress ran letters to the editor supporting
and rebutting arguments made by

McQueen. On Oct. 25 the Progress
stopped publishing letters on the topic
of the Bible and crealionism, due to
the overabundance of mail coming
into our office.
In December the Progress will give
those who wanted to debate the issue
a chance to attend a public forum.
Details for the forum are still being
planned. A tentative date of Dec. 10
had been approved by all parties who

will be in the forum.
As details about the forum are
finalized, the Progress will inform the
public.
University faculty, McQueen and
a local reporter from the Richmond
Register are all planning to attend and
take pan in the discussion.
Progress editorial staffers will
moderate the forum, and all arrangements will be made by the Progress.

Progress wins national journalism award
Progress staff report
<
• The Eastern Progress was awarded
a National Newspaper Pacemaker by
Associated Collegiate Press at its
meeting in Washington D.C. Nov. 4.
! The newspaper was selected as one
of, the top three campus non-daily
newspapers by judges from The

Washington Post following its selection as a regional winner in September.
The award marked the second
regional Pacemaker for the paper
since 1987 and the frst national ACP
award in its 68 years of publication.
Jennifer Feldman, a 1990 journalism graduate and currently editor of

The Spencer (Ky.) Magnet, was editor
of the paper during the 1989-90 academic year.
Managing editors were Neil
Roberts and J.S. Newton.
The Progress shared top honors
with student newspapers from Central
Michigan and LouisianaTech universities.
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We are the children of concrete
and steel
This is the place where the truth
is concealed...
Everything is possible, but nothing is real.
—Vernon Reid, Living Colour
On a dark sidewalk just blocks
from the nation's Capitol, a softspoken young man stopped and asked
us if we had any change to spare.
He said his only home was the
streetcomer; the entire trappings of
his life were tied up in a ratty backpack.
"I can usually get by on about six
dollars a day," he told us matter-offactly. "1 know where to get a meal
for three dollars, and I can get a bed
at the mission for a dollar-fifty."
The rest of his earnings, he told
us, would probably be spent on alcohol.
My friend and I each gave him a
dollar and went on our way. But
before we turned the next corner,
we'd already come across three more
people in the same condition.
We were in Washington last
weekend to attend a fancy convention, and we ended up collecting one
of the most prestigious awards available to collegiate newspapers.
Wc had a little lime to sightsee as
well, and we managed to see most of
the major monuments that people
think of when you mention that city.
But we also saw more evidence
of human suffering and degradation
than I'd ever imagined could exist in
one place.
There were homeless persons,
quite literally, everywhere. In every
alleyway and in every public restaurant, there were at least one or two,
often more.
They huddled under stairways
and they stood outside the bars,
waiting for passersby to offer them a
nickel. They slept on the grass in the
shadow of the Washington Monument, and shuffled down the streets
justa stone's throw from the steps of
the Capitol building.
There were unimaginable num-

A

lithic tribute to the explorations of

Tom Puckett air and space, and for a short while I

Sideshow
bers of them, all walking, begging
and sleeping in the presence of our
nation's most precious treasures.
And they did anything necessary to survive. Some sold flowers,
some played trumpets and others
just held their hands out.
Some just sat and waited, staring
of f into nothingness at some nothing
memory that kept them alive.
We went one night to Wisconsin
Avenue, a neon-lighted thoroughfare riddled with pricey bars and
boutiques, justa short distance from
the Georgetown University campus.
Limousines raced up and down
the street, stopping occasionally to
deposit men in designer suits and
women in vampish, expensive garb.
And here, as everywhere else,
the streets were lined with wrecked,
homeless people. But the most
amazing thing about it was that no
one seemed to see them.
On one corner we saw a man
about our own age who made a living playing "drums" constructed of
empty paint buckets and milk crates.
He pounded out a loud, driving beat,
but no one walking by seemed to
hear it
The next morning, a headline on
the front page of the Washington
Post announced that the nation's
economy was sliding into a recession.
I sat in my comfortable hotel
room, knowing we'd be leaving in a
few hours, and tried to figure it all
out
What would happen to these
people if things really did get worse?
How many more would follow them
to the concrete basin of the streets?
And what, if anything, could anyone
ever do about it?
Later that afternoon, wc breezed
through the Smithsonian's mega-

was truly inspired.
There were missiles, biplanes
and spy planes, charts of the stars
and histories of man's attempts to
conquer the heavens above.
But just outside, the sight of a
curly-haired guy digging through the
garbage can for food brought me
firmly back down to earth.
Hundreds of passersby barely
noticed him as they strolled by with
theiricccreamconesandhoidogs.lt
seemed as if he were not only pale
and distant-eyed, but invisible as
well — sort of unreal. Someone I
respect a great deal had a more conventional explanation for me to
consider. "Some of them may be
homeless by choice," she said. "It's
sort of a lifestyle."
She went on to explain that there
were a number of programs already
in place to help such people, that
many could gel off the streets if they
wanted to but a lot of them had drug
problems they didn't want to beat,
and some would rather be out on the
street than working at a real job
requiring real rcsponsiblity.
And while I don't know if I can
buy into that explanation completely,
I'm sure it's true for some of the
people involved.
In fact, only a few feet further
down the walk, we came across a
homeless man who expressed some
contentment with his situation.
He stood in the middle of the
walkway, smacking two fingcrlcss
blue mittens together and singing
for anyone who'd listen:
If you're happy and you know it
clap your hands
If you're happy and you know it
clap your hands...
As I passed he put his hand out,
smiled and called me "brother." But
I had no money left to give him, so I
just kept walking.
I fixed my gaze away from him
to the Washington Monument, a
massive marble finger breaking over
the next horizon and forever pointing up to the impossible dream of the
sky.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress encourages
its readers to write letters to the editor
on topics of interest to the university
community.
Letters submitted for publication
should by typed and double-spaced.
They should be no longer than 250
words. The Progress may condense
letters over 250 words. If letters are not
free of excessive spelling, grammar
and punctuation errors, the editor reserves the right to return the letter for
revisions.
Letters should be addressed to the
—— _^___

I.

I

Nation's capital reveals
more than antici pated

■

newspaper and must contain the author's address and telephone number.
Letters must also include the author's
signature.
Carbon copies, photocopies and
letters with illegible signatures will not
be accepted. Unsigned letters will not
be accepted.
The Progress uses its own judgment
to determine if a letter is libelous or in
poor taste and reserves the right to reject any letter.
The Progress also gives readers an
opportunity to express more detailed
—

v1

opinions in a column called "Your
Turn."
Those interested in writing a "Your
Turn" column shou Id contact the editor
before submitting an article. Letters
and columns should be mailed to The
Eastern Progress, 117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond. Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submiuing a letter
for s specific issue is noon Monday
prior to Thursday's publication. Letters and columns will be printed in accordance with available space.
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People poll

By Greg Watts

Would you support Richmond City Commision legislation which will prohibit students from
parking on streets bordering the university?
"Yes. I feel for the
people who live
near campus. The
university parking
problem should not
be taken out on the
residents."

"No. I think some
students need the
space. They need
to park there and
they shouldn't be
denied It."

Allan Ping, sophomore, Somerset, industrial technology

Leslie Lakes, sophomore,
Berea, undeclared

"No, because
there's not enough
parking as It Is for
students and It's
more convenient
for students to park
on city streets for
some of their
classes."

"No, because we
have a parking
problem already
and we need every
space we can get."

Thomas Harris, sophomore, Rockcastle, Industrial education

Melissa Runlon, junior,
Cincinnati, Ohio
special education

"Yes. I think that It
Is the university's
problem to find
adequate parking
for students."

"No. Everyone has
the right to park on
city streets unless
they're blocking
the resident's
driveway, then they
should have to
move."

Observation of television
sometimes a complexity
Everyone watches television.
Some people hate everything they
watch; others watch everything they
hate. Still others try to come up with
ways to make the dull, sedentary,
life-sapping, time wasting, antisocial act of staring at the TV more
enjoyable. Take my evil twin Kyle,
for instance. He has turned watching TV into an an. Here are some of
his observations about the lube.
"When the 'Brady Bunch'
comes on, it's fun to pretend their
decapitated heads are in those nine
boxes, and the reason they are looking and smiling at each other is
because they have just been revived
through the magic of cryonics."
"Elroy Jetson is either illegitimate or adopted. You can tell because everyone else in the family,
even Astro the dog, has circles
around their eyes, but his eyes are
just little black dots."
"I believe Fred Flintstone and
Barney Rubble have cuckolded each
other. Pebbles is really Barney's
child and Bam-Bam's father is actually Fred. Barn-Bam is loud and
aggressive, like Fred. Pebbles is retiring and is always making dumb
noises, like Barney. You can't fool
me."
(While watching a Jason and the

use Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto

Keven in E Minor, third movement, as the
McQueen musical accompaniment."

"Just remember, no matter how
high you turn up the brightness knob,
the situation comedies will remain
as stupid as ever."
One of these days I'll have to
give you his clever exegesis on
Argonauts late movie scene in which "Gilligan's Island." In the meanthe hero swordfights with skeletons): time, if any intrepid readers of this
"It must be hard to fight guys who space have strange observations
keep smiling at you." (During the about television, I'd be glad to read
scene in which the Argonauts kill about them (I think).
the nine-headed Hydra): "They
By the holy goose of Gunet, let's
should eat it. At least they wouldn't make a real contest of this! Grand
have to argue over who gets the prize is some "instant dog poo" in an
neck."
aerosol can (great stuff, and biode"A soap opera can render you gradable). Second prize is some
brain-damaged, but you can avoid plastic bird poo, dog poo and homo
this if you pretend every single char- sapiens poo— good grist for the
acter has had a sex change. It makes practical joke mill. Third prize is
their troubled love lives very funny, that old standard, the whoopee cushbecause the women who were men ion. Send alien tries to"ILove Those
long for the men who were women, Classy Prizes," Eastern Progress, 117
and vice versa."
Donovan Annex, EKU 3113. Yes
"You can have fun with com- this is for real. All entries must be
mercials if you adj ust the color knob. received by. Contest void where bad
The sight of green and orange people taste prohibited.
selling tennis shoes and Kaopcctatc
Go for the, er, gold!
is sure to tickle your ribs."
"Pro-wrestling is a hilarious
McQueen is a graduate English
spectacle if you tape it on your VCR, student who contributes regularly to
play it back at super fast speed, and the Progress.

The Eastern Progress.
All the news you need to know.

Steve Easterling, sophomore,
Frenchburg, physics

Teresa Klrby, sophomore, Irvine,
pre-chemical engineering

Redheads have more fun
with suspicious strangers
I'd rather be dead than red on the
head.
What a cute saying unless, of
course, you have red hair like me.
I think that there is an unwritten
law which gives non-red-haired
people license to tease those that do.
I can recall three times in the last
month that someone I don't know
has yelled "Hey, Red" at me.
As long as I have been alive, I
have never heard anyone yell "Hey,
brown," "Hey, brunette," or "Hey,
grey." (I will admit to hearing "Hey,
blondic" occasionally.)
What is it about my hair that
causes this reaction? Who told these
people that it was all right for them
to yell at me? I know I didn't
One other little annoyance of
having red hair is that people ask me
if it is natural.
No, it's not, my mother had the
nurse dye it right after I was bom.

Friendly Ghost's distant relatives.
And I have entirely too many
freckles to count. Believe me, I've
tried.
Why is this not sufficient evidence to substantiate the fact that my
hair is naturally red? Why?
Someone just asked me two days
ago if my hair was natural.
I said yes, and the girl was satisfied.
But for a woman two years ago,
yes was not a good enough answer.
I was waiting on a customer at
the department store where I worked
Come on. Look at the facts be- and I noticed a woman looking at
fore you ask.
me.
I have a lot of red hair. I have
I acknowledged her, finished up
green eyes.
with my first customer and apI have skin so fair that it is pos- proached her.
sible that I am one of Casper the
Before I got halfway through

say ing "May I help you?" the woman
said "Is that your real hair?"
"Yes ma'am it is," I replied.
"Oh, come on. It can't be," she
said.
"Yes ma'am," I said. "It's mine."
Then this woman said to me "I
don't believe you. Let me see your
roots."
My roots! Can you imagine?
But my manager taught me that
the customer always comes first.
So, I let this strange woman
examine the top of my head in Hess's
hosiery department.
I would be interested to learn
how many blondes or brunettes have
had to go through that.
I've decided that having red hair
is not all bad.
I have to say that I truly enjoy the
compliments that I receive.
Each time that someone says
"you have pretty hair," it makes up
for those irritating 'hey, reds" and
'is that your natural color.'
But to all of those people who
have politely asked me about my
hair or even yelled at me from 20
feel away, thanks for noticing.

Roses $3.72 per
Stather's Dozen
624-0198

Flower Shop

630 Big Hill Avenue

wrapped in paper
with this coupon
Expires 11-15-90
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Find Sid and Waldo by Ian Skinner
Tries* Ctoactors
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If you're about to finish your
nursing degree, now is the time to study Jewish Hospital.
The region's leader in acute care, Jewish Hospital offers
you a variety of benefits: Like an extremely competitive
starting salary. An impressive benefits package. A variety
of excellent orientation, educational, preceptor, and
tuition-reimbursement programs. A guaranteed Student
Loan repayment plan. And best of all, the opportunity to
be at the forefront of medical innovation: Which is a
career opportunity you won't find just anywhere. So if
you're looking for the job that'll really launch you on a
successful career, contact Beth Wickham, R.N., Manager,
Nurse Recruitment, at 502-587-4311, or 1-800-284-8827.
It's an opportunity of the first degree.

Jewish Hospital
'o*d Uto!4e
J* Veer

Jewish Hospital is an owner hospital
of Premier Hospitals, Inc

>
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Police beat
The following reports have been
filed with the university's division
of public saftey.
Oct. 26:
John Wi'klon Benson, 21, Martin
Hall, was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
OcL27:
Timothy Messer, Keene Hall, reported someone had stolen a bow and
three arrows from the cab of his truck
while it was parked in Keene Lot.
Johnathan Little, Mattox Hall, reported someone had thrown eggs on
his vehicle while parked in Mattox
Lot
Oct. 29:
Christy Brock, Burnham Hall, reported someone had stolen her belt
from her room in Bumam.
Cia M. Carter. McGregor Hall, reported someone had stolen one shirt,
two sweaters and a Discover card from
her room.
Rebecca S. Moore, Dupree Hall,
reported the rear tire of her bicycle
was stolen while it was chained to the
bicycle rack between Todd and Dupree
Halls.
Anita Vincent, Dupree Hall, reported
someone had scratched the side of her
vehicle while it was parked in Commonwealth Lot.
An unidentified caller made a phone
call to the Division of Public safety at
10:41a.m. claiming there was a bomb
in the Stratlon Building."Listen to me
and listen well. There's a bomb in the

LANDFILL
Continued from Front Page
"We will continue to work with
them on an equitable fee schedule,"
Black said.
And Worley said if anyone in the
city were deserving of a break in the
rising costs, it would be the university.
"Eastern is a great neighbor and a
great tax payer. Eastern picks up its
own garbage. They transport it to the
city landfill and if anyone should get a
break, Eastern should get a break. We
have always approached it that way."
But Worley said the times are
changing for the city.
"We would love to continue to
approach it that way, but I think that
the university will concur that the city
is no different than they are. They are
having to deal with additional costs in
many, many areas," Worley said. "The
fact is 2,500 tons of garbage is coming
from the university... The cost is still
the same to dispose of the garbage,"
Worley said.
"We have long maintained giving
them a break, and I think they have
appreciated that, but the fact is that we
are coming to a crossroads," he said.
Worley said landfill fees increases
will have to go up to meet current
expenditures.
"Obviously one of the ways (the
landfill) is going to be funded is the
fees are simply going to have to go
up," Worley said.
But rising fees will not necessarily
solve the landfill problems.
Raising the prices at the landfill
may cause companies presently dump-

Compiled by Mike Royer

someone had stolen some money from
his unsecured room. Theexactamount
is not known.
Richard J. White. Martin Hall, reported someone had broken into his
vehicle while it was parked in Alumni
Coliseum Lot and stole his radar detector and parking decal.
An unidentified male caller contacted The Division of Public saftey
and said. "Bomb...Wallace...9:00
a.m."
A search of the Wallace Building
proved negative.
Nov. 2:
Pam McCauley, Residence Director
Telford Hall, reported a male was in
Telford Hall without being checked
in.Kelly Daniels, a resident of Telford,
tried to detain the suspect in her third
floor room. The suspect eluded Daniels
by jumping out her window three floors
Oct30:
Scott Lynch, Keene Hall, reported to the ground.
someone had stolen the louver from
his vehicle while parked in Van Hoose The following reports appearing in
"Police Beat" have been resolved in
Lot.
Meridith M. Howard. Martin Hall, Madison District Court. These folreported the smell of smoke at Martin low-up reports represent only the
Hall. Howard activated the fire alarm judge's decision in each case.
and the Richmond Fire Department David N. Tipton plead guilty to his
Sept. 23 charges of improper passing
responded. No fire was found.
and
possesion of marijuana under 8
Christopher D. Stumbo. 20. Commonwealth Hall, was arrested and ounces and was fined a total of $ 182.50
for both offenses.
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Martelia Helms's Sept. 27 charge of
James E. Creech, 21, University alcohol intoxication was dismissed on
Trailer Park, was arrested and charged the condition that she donate $10 to
with alcohol intoxication.
D.A.R.E.
Patrick James Simpson plead guilty
to his Sept. 2 charge of alcohol intoxiOct. 31:
David C. Wise, Palmer Hall, reported cation and was fined $67.50.
Stratlon Building to kill all the cops.
It's time to beat the clock and the
clock starts now," the caller said. A
search of the building was conducted
with negative results. There is no
suspect at this time
Police determined three other
university departments recci ved bomb
threats on the same day: At 10:48 a.m
the college of law enforcement rccieved athreat. The unknown caller
stated/Tick lock, tick tock, the bomb
will go off."At 11:15 a.m. The Departmentof Fire Saftey and Engineering also received a call. The caller
stated, "Boom goes the bomb and
you'll all be dead." Ail 1:2.1 a.m.a
call was received at President Funderburk's office.The caller stated, 'Tell
Public Saftey to take it seriously."

ing there to use other less expensive
dumping sites.
George Gilbert, a representative
from the Kentucky Department of
Natural Resources, Division of Environmental Protection, said the
Richmond Landfill is on the border of
not being able to generate enough
revenue to survive.
But closing the landfill might mean
the city would have to come up with
alternative ways to dispose of its residential garbage.
Transportation costs and private
industries that own landfills played a
big part in the decision to keep the
Richmond landfill open.
Commissioner Dale Carrier was
concerned that closing the Richmond
Landfill would allow private businesses to monopolize the landfill industry and force the city into paying
huge costs to dump its trash.
In the passing of order 90-136,
which allowed the landfill to remain
open, the commission emphasized the
importance of a local ordinance that
requires all garbage inside the city
limits to be taken to the Richmond
Landfill.
The city is going to look at ways
to keep its landfill up to state regulations.
The first step is going to be to put
a new liner on a portion of the current
landfill, a liner that will be good from
1992 through 1995. The cost of such a
liner will range between $35,000 and
$75,000 per acre, according to information listed on a Kenvirons development plan.
Then when that portion of the

landfill is full, a cap must be placed on
the landfill, a cap estimated at a cost of
$35,000 to $75,000.
After 1995. new environmental
regulations will force the city to buy
an even more expensive liner and cap.
These costs do not include such things
as new equipment and manpower.
In the new plans for budgeting and
revenue provided for the commission,
Kenvirons assumed that all residential
garbage will continue to be collected
free of charge.
Worley said the city will do its best
to not have to charge a fee for garbage
collection to residents.
"We would like to keep up the
highest degree of public service that
we can possibly keep up as long as we
can do that,'' Worley said.
"There is no question that there
will be a time when die city can no
longer afford to pick up residential
garbage for free, but the position of
this commission and the mayor is that
we arc going to do it as long as we
can," Worley said.
Mayor Ann Durham said she wou Id
like to see the city, the county and the
city of Berea work toward finding a
common solution to the waste management problem.
"1 think in light of the fact that
federal regulations are incomplete and
there is a special session of the general
assembly to deal with mandatory collection systems and regulations on sol id
waste disposal, that the decision to
close it would be premature," Durham
said.
The landfill is located on 200 acres
of land near Union City and was purchased by the city in 1970, Woriey
said.

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
HOMES
available
from
government from $1 without credit
check. You repair. Also tax
delinquent foreclosures CALL
(805) 682-7555 EXT H-3284 for
repo list your area.
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motor homes, by FBI,
IRS, DEA. Available your area
now. Call (805) 682-7555 Ext. C2758.

SERVICES
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS —
Train and jump the same day for
only $80!Lackeys Airport. Us 25
south 6 miles from Bypass. Turn
right on Menelaus Road. Sat. and
Sun. 10 a.m. Info call (606) 8734140 evenings. 986-8202
weekends.
ANYONE INTERESTED IN
EARNING A FREE SPRING
BREAK IN THE BAHAMAS! CALL
CAMPUS TOURS. INC. FROM
2pm to 6pm M-F AT 1-800-6224262.

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION: Excellent income
for home assembly work.
504-646-1700 DEPT. P5901.

Earn $500-$i,500 part-time
stuffing envelopes in your home.
For free information, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 81953, Dept P101
Albuquerque. NM 87198.

a plus. Ajfclyl 17 Donovan Annex.
Deadine Nov. 16.

MISCELLANEOUS
TROPICAL HOUSE PET SHOP
SA»E SAVE SAVE
3 days only!!

CHRISTMAS CASH?! $100'S to
$1000's! SASE TO: DOLLARS &
SENSE, P.O. Box 718 Dept. 500,
Richmond, Ky 40476-0718.
Earn $500-$1500/wk part-time
stuffing envelopes in your home.
For free information, send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope
to: P.O. Box 4645. Dept. P101,
Albuquerque NM 87196.
Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! Work at home.
Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283.

Friday, Saturday. Sunday
15% olf entire stock
218 S. Porter Dr. (behind Jerrys)
623-7223

The Great
Progress
Hoop
Challenge
Practice yourshooting skills for Dec. 1 and 3 at half times
of the Wilberf orce and M iami games
Cash prizes.Fill out entry form in
the Nov. 29 Progress.

Looking tor a fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would
like to make $500 $1000 for a
one-week on-campus marketing
project. Call Kevin at (800) 5922121 EXT. 110.
TOMS PIZZA: Drivers wanted:
Apply in person 218 South Porter
Dr. behind Jerry's on the by-pass.
11 a.m.-5p.m.
Features Editor The Progress is
looking for a replacement for
features editor Julie Smead who
graduates this December.Pays
$45 / week Excellent writing skills
required. Layout &Macintosh skills

TROPICAL HOUSE PET SHOP
SAVE SAVE SAVE

3 days only!!
Friday. Saturday. Sunday
15% off entire stock
218 S. Porter Dr. (behind Jerrys)
623-7223

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $ 1000 for your
campusorganization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-^32-0528 Ext. 50

CAMPUS
PLASMA
CENTER

now In our now location...

292 S. Second Street

624-9418
CAMPUS

y

/

Style Shop-

Hair Cut and Style
Ladles $14
Men* $10

Perms $30 & up
Color $25 & up

Spiral
Special
rPijqi Perm
n

Stylists Glynn Sparks & Reba Coy

155

($90 VALUE)
11/7/90 thru 11/15/90

622-1485
' IN THE CENTER OF CAMPUS'
LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT OF THE POWELL BUILDING

rS

0'RILEY*S PUB

r*sc«ls

EVERY MONDAY
3 GREAT
COMEDIANS ^^

Richmond's Only Happy Hour With Free Hors d' oeuvres

Featuring
if

Non-Chalant"

624-9882

Restaurant Hours 4-10 p.m.
Bar Hours 4-12 p.m.

128 w Ma,n St

Carry Out Available

-

-

Bob Batch
* Of SHOWTinES Funnies?
People In America

Also Chris Speurer
& ]esse Nutt

j^^^mm^^mm^y^^^^^y^woj
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Neon Flashbacks
Reminders
of the
summerneon
automobile
decals,
accessories,
and paint
jobscontinue to
be seen on
campus.

By Kelly Witt

Staff writer
If you're crazy about those electrifying, shocking colors
referred to by many as neon shades of green, purple, and blue,
you'll be happy to see more of those dazzling, bright neons on
campus this year.
Not only will we continue to see neon color in campus
clothing, we will see those same flashing hues applied to
student vehicles as well.
Cruise any student parking lot, and within minutes those
neons will flash their sizzling colors in your unprotected eyes.
According to many of the vehicle's owners, the neon accessories attached to their cars and trucks represent a new
form of self-expression.
Joanna Hale, a graduate student in psychology, said that
she loves bright clothes, and it only makes sense that she
would want a colorful car with a lot of personality.
Hale drives a light blue Escort with a hot pink license plate
frame and dual windshield wipers to match.
"I love the color pink," Hale said. "If I could have a pink
car, I would."
According to Hale, these dazzling neon accessories offer
her more than just a way to dress up her car.
"It's a way of expressing what I like and the way I feel.
Anything to be my own person," Hale said.
These fluorescent hues are also taking hold of campus cars
by the attachment of decals, or stickers, that can be placed on
automobile windows or paint
Ken Phclps, an undeclared sophomore, drives a white
Blazer without any neon paint job.
However, his vehicle is definitely not lacking for creativity.
Phclps' white Blazer sizzles with neon colors added by the

attachment of four decals on both the front and rear windows.
His decal slogans range from "Salty Dog" to "Vuamet"
and bring his white automobile alive with color.
Phclps said he enjoys dressing up his Blazer because it is
a way to get noticed on the highway.
"It causes people to look when I'm on the road, and I need
a little something to offset the white," he said.
Whatever the reasoning behind the brilliant accessorizing,
Tom Spradlin, store manager of Naiionwise Auto Parts, said
that the neon trim is already starting to phase out.
"It was really hot in the summer, but the bright neons are
hard to sell anymore," Spradlin said.
However, the store is still complete with the grilling colors
of pink, green, and orange in almost any car addition a shopper
could think of.
There are sizzling door lock guards, door handle trims,
windshield wipers, and license plates.
These additions can be used to flavor up any vehicle for a
fairly reasonable price. Most any accessory can be bought for
under $20.
Decals kits which offer custom detailing are also available
in do-it-yourself packs, although purchasers often prefer to
have decals applied by professionals, according to Spradlin.
These stick-on decals can be very small for just a touch of
hot color, or decals can also be purchased to stretch the length
of acar or truck. The price range for these stick-ons accelerates
with their size. They range anywhere from SS for tiny splashes
of expressive colors to $60 decals which span the length of a
car or truck.
This short-lived phase appears to be in the process of being
replaced by more traditionally colored accessories.
According to Spradlin, most of the young people who

purchase auto trimming in his store are now buying more solid
colors like red, white, or blue.
Joey Tackett, an undeclared freshman, has a completely
bright, red truck.
Tackett has spent a year and a half perfecting his truck, but
now he's ready to sell. For Tackett, fixing his truck and designing the interior is a hobby.
"I've spent a lot of time and money working on it, but now
I need something else to play with," he said.
Tackett wants to always have something that no one else
does.
"I've always been one to be different," Tackett said. "I've
never wanted to be like anyone else."
Now that Tackett's truck is complete with red mirrors,
bumpers, wipers, wheels, and even interior, he is ready to start
over.
"I want to start all over with a truck and make it purple and
yellow," he said.
Tackett intends to have a purple exterior with highlights of
canary yellow, and a purple interior with yellow paint dripping over the purple seals.
"I'm even going to paint the engine bright yellow," he
said.
The self-expression found in these cars and trucks will
dazzle even the most conservative car owner with its creativity.
Whether it be a hobby or simply a fashion statement, the
owners of these electrifying vehicles believe their automobiles make a statement about the individuals who drive them.
So if your personality is ready to sizzle, then you might
fuel it with neon accessories.
And remember, the next time you're cruising Richmond,
you'd better take your sunglasses with you.

Don't let the cold of winter
get the best of your car
By Julie Smead

changed every 3,000 miles.
•
TRANSMISSION: have
Features editor
transmission fluids and filGreg's car doesn't like to get
ter checked a) every 13,000
up in the morning, especially when
miles for a standard transmission, and b) every
it's cold outside.
25,000 miles for an auto
It likes to sleep in on chilly
matic transmission.
winter mornings more often than
• EXHAUST: monoxide
Greg does. Last winter Greg's car
fumes due to exhaust leaks
almost cost him his GPA since he
missed well over the attendance
can cause health problems
for winter drivers who gen
policy limit in two of his classes.
crally have the heat on and
And his car almost bit the dust.
Although it's only early
the car windows up.
• BATTERY: have it
Novermber, the weather will get
checked
progressively colder out there. Do
• FIVE—MINUTE WARMyou know what to do to keep your
UP: it's important to let your
car in good running condition or
do you plan to skip those eight
car warm-up for at least Five
o'clocks" simply because you
minutes before driving.
haven't taken the time to prepare
Automobile thermostats do
not usually open up before
your transportational buddy for the
snow and dropping mercury?
the car has been running for
Unless your major is auto-enfive minutes. Heat must get
to all parts of the engine for
gineering and your hobbies have a
proper running conditions
bit to do with grease, pistons, plugs
in the winter.
or wires, you may need to re-evalu• WIPER BLADES: have
ate your basic knowledge of car
care.
them replaced for the winter if they look bad. Ice and
Depending on the national origin of your auto and whether or not
snow will tear them apart if
they're not in good shape.
it is front wheel drive or rear wheel
drive, there are steps the average
These basic quideunes were
student can take to maintain a good offered by mechanics DaleGreene
automotive working condition of Hamm's Gulf and Brad Jones,
during the frosty winter months. owner of Brad's Volkswagon
service.
• CHOKE: have it checked.
In addition, Jones suggested
• TUNE—UP: get one if it's that students who may not travel
been almost 20,000 miles home very often should service
their car prior to returning to
since your last one.
• ANTIFREEZE: make sure school after the summer and winyour radiator, radiator over ter breaks. Then their car would
flow bottle and windshield be getting the tune—ups, oil, belt
wiper bottle contain suffi- and hose checks that it needs at
least twice a year.
cient levels of antifreeze.
• TIRES: make sure you have
Jones, who works primarily
competent ones for the ap- on foreign cars, said, "A good rule
of thumb is to have someone to
proaching winter.
• OIL: change it yourself if perform with tools and can they
arc familiar with."
you know how or have it

Exile speaks about women's situation in El Salvador
By Julie Smead
Features editor

In 1978. a Salvadoran factory worker was imprisoned for
asking for better working conditions.
A year later he was released,
but shortly after was assassinated
because he was thought to be a
disruptive threat to the governmental system.
In El Salvador, this is a com mon happening. It is so common, in fact, that an investigative organization, Co- MADRES,
was formed in 1977 at the suggestion of Archbishop Oscar
Romero. Co-MADRES is made
up of mothers and relatives of
political prisoners who have
disappeared or have been assassinated by the El Salvadorian
government.

Maria Teresa Tula became a member of CoMADRES in 1978. The
above-mentioned man who
was assassinated for his
request for improved working conditions was Tula's
husband.
Tula, now an exile from
El Salvador, came to speak
at the university last Friday.
Her reason for coming to
speak was not only to inform the university audience
of the political climate of El
Salvador, but also to rally
for women's rights. As a
member of Co-MADRES,
Tula also belongs to
WINDS, or the Women's
International Network for
Development and Democracy in El Salvador.
According to Tula, the

need for such organizations
in El Salvador is great
Although the Salvadoran
government claims to be a
democracy, Tula said conditions for the working
class, the majority of the
Salvadoran population, are
oppressive.
In El Salvador, Tula
said, there are 14 families
of landed gentry who own,
essentially, the entire country. Tula's husband, along
with virtually every other
non-gentry citizen in El Salvador, was a worker for one
of these 14 families. Tula
said that the situation overall is akin to that of serfdom.
"There is no overt oppression," she said, "But
there is also nowhere else
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to go—all the land is owned
by these families."
"No president has put
forth a plan of agrarian reform, so oppression has
been developing," Tula
said. "The landholders have
control. If there is any deviation, the army is sent in."
El Salvadorian president Cristiani, Tula said, is
a coffee plantation owner
and a member of the Arana
party, a party closely
aligned with Roberta Davison, "the force behind the
death squad."
"The government is the
defender of the landed
class." Tula said.
And, according to Tula,
65 per cent of the Salvadoran population is female.
"No matter where a man

and woman work, the work
is the same," Tula said. "But
women always get (paid]
less, no matter what"
Although a Salvadoran
male worker still cannot
expect to have much extra
money left after paying for
housing and food, Tula said
a woman's salary, in most
cases, is one-fourth of that
earned by a man for the same
job.
"As women we know
that we have rights." Tula
said. "We want equality. To
arrive, we have to fight
against the system opposed
to all of us."
As a member of CoMADRES and WINGS.
Tula said she wishes to
"strive for dignity and to
break the chain of silence."

Progrtur**)*, JUUESMEAD
Maria Teresa Tula
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Married artists feature ceramics, pastels
By Lee McClellan

■

formal in his approach, while I lend to
be more emotional. Rick responds
visually to things, I respond more
Rick Yasko and Angi C'urrcn arc emotionally as far as ideas and feelartists from Florida who have differ- ings that I want, " Curreri said.
Yasko finds the works of realist
ent last names but arc married.
This union of artistic prowess and artists like Degas as seminal influemotional compatibility began by an ences.
"There is a like a visual movement
introduction from university art procoming back into the
fessor, Joe Molinaro.
arts today, people
Molinaro once taught at
working back into a
Broward Community
very sophisticated,
College where Yasko
realist image," Yasko
now teaches part time.
said. 'They are in
"We used to show
some respects going
with Joe (Molinaro)
back into the tradiuntil he deserted us, "
tions of realism and in
Curreri said.
other respects they
Now they are visitarc pushing it beyond
ing their friend while
the barriers that realshowing their work in a
ists may have set up
show that opened
before. I try and folMonday evening at the
low what's going on
Giles Gallery in the
in that area as m uch as
Jane Campbell Buildpossible."
ing.
A detail from Currerl's
The pair call Flor- "Clay Drawing Triptych. p.-/ His works such
as "Still life: Dutch
ida their home, but
travel a great deal to support their Treat," and Still Life: Domination
and Alienation follow along those
works.
"We have been successful at get- lines.
In most of Yasko's pastels, pool
ting one exhibition each year outside
balls are almost always displayed
the state," Yasko said.
Over the last few years, they have among the other images in the work.
"That came out from teaching and
had their work shown in the Florida's
Capitol building in Tallahassee and trying to get people to understand how
Vanderbilt University. The two would to draw a form.
A sphere isonc of those things that
also like to expand their market into
the galleries in Louisville and in the is constant yet it is changing," Yasko
said.
midwest.
Curreri finds the works of Van
The show is a mixed media presentation. Ceramics, pastels, rubbings Gogh as inspiration for her pastels and
and pencil drawings will be featured. color pencils.
" My favorite artist, the one that I
"I work in clay, I work in oil
pastel, pencil and color pencil," Cur- respond to, is Van Gogh. I respond to
his color; his work is real emotional
reri said.
"I personally prefer pastel," Yasko and he is the most incredible colorist
as far as I am concerned," Curreri
replied.
"I have been experimenting with it said.
One of Curreri's favorite personal
so much and working different surfaces and different combinations, you pieces is also one of the most unusual
can see they aren't traditional pastel in the show.
It is a series of rubbings and drawpieces."
"Rick tends to be a little bit more ings titled "Small Offerings." T h e
Arts Editor
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Cinema
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623-5032
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Tan at your convenience at our

24 Hour Tanning
Center

10 visits only
$16.95 plus tax
with this ad expires 11-15-90

THRIFTY DUTCHMAN
Eastern By-Pass

623-8813
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1PC SYSTEMS
"We Have Seen The Future, And It Works."

.Serial/Parallel/Game

•1MB RAM
•1.2 or1.44MB Floppy
•40MB Hard Drive 28ms
•Monographlcs Display

•101 Keyboard
•Desktop Case
•MS-DOS 4.01
•One Yeer Warranty

$950.00
PANASONIC LAPTOP
Panasonic KX-P1180 Printer
WordPerfect 5.1
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Party Shop

WE DARE OUR COMPETITION
TO KAT THIS PRICE!

I

Only $799.00 ^
$179.00

(wtunducaomidbcounp....$135.00

ALL SHIFTS ARE AVAILABLE
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

AU Kinds of GoodStuf"

COMPETITION BEWARE!!
Sonata 286-12

•80286 12MHz Processor

Hardee's is now accepting
applications and interviewing
for our Richmond locations.

520 Eastern By-Pass
107 S. Keeneland Dr.
Richmond, KY.

Southern Hill* Plaza
(naxt to Convenient)
Expires 11-12-90
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NOW HIRING

For an exciting place to work
with excellent wages, paid
vacations, meal discounts,
and free uniforms, please
apply to:

B LAIR'S
LAUNDRY

|

Open 7 days a week
11:00 a.m.-9:00p.m.
f\

ONE FREE
>** WASH -^

I -Fully attended
-Drop-off service
' -Hours: 8 a.m. -10 p.m.

Under new
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Daily Specials

7:15 * 9:00

RICHMOND MAIL

Some of the vases are spherical in
shape while others are flattened.
The future for the pair of artists
will be a concentration of their gallery
contacts and further shows.
The show will run until Nov. 30.
Gallery times are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday and 2 to 5
p.m. on Sundays. For more information, call 1629.

series is made from the rubbings of
small charms that arc sold outside the
churches in Latin America
In addition to her pastels and drawings, the show also features the ceramics of Curreri.
She calls her ceramic work "clay
drawings in space," and uses the designs of the Hager and McCoy pottery
for the basis of her vases.

setti
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Right: Currerl's
"Dream House."

V
In the Richmond Mall
CM
jxrWuwuwiAAAAA/Swy

All Seats $2.00

STARTS FRIDAYI

Far right: Currerl's
"Clay drawing with
pink leaf vase."

rv

Hurry! Ends Thursday!
At
7:15

Above: Yasko's
pastel work, "Still
Life: Domination and
Alienation."
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Sales • Service • Support

90 Day Interest Free Financing Available
638 University Center • Richmond, KY • (606)624-6000
Swing your computer n—a\ In Defray BMCh>J«r»«n B—cft-Juprtf .Nipl— P»mprok4i Pm«»
Rivttra SwUTiiHriMin V«ro B^ch-ww Patn Baach, FL.Ow Pww. MO
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E.K.U. By-Pass
Winners Circle Plaza

Thanksgiving
Supplies
Gift Bags
Wedding &
Bridal Shower
Birthday Supplies

624-8869
* Gift Bags
* Candles
* Largest selection
Of Balloons In Town
* Streamers

* Crepe Paper
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Author returns to his roots

Progress photo by

LESLIE YOUNG

Mountain author James Still spoke here Monday evening.

By Kelly Witt
Staff writer
Though he was born in Alabama,
James Still is considered to be the
voice of the Kentucky hills.
Such a voice speaks to its audiences here at the university and at far
away places, such as Guatemala, with
a great reverence for nature.
This voice comes from an author
whose credits include the O. Henry
Memorial Prize, Guggenheim fellowships. Southern Authors Award and
numerous others.
During a public reading Monday
evening at the university. Still shared
his experiences as an Appalachian
writer and read some of his work aloud.
Still said that he was introduced to
the great poets as a child and came to
realize that he could experience "more
lives than one through the world of
books."

One of his many admirers here at
the university is Dr. Harry Brown,
professor of English.
Brown praises Still's work for
being full of sympathy with the people
in the stories.
"He makes every word count,"
Brown said, "and his stories include
comedy and are full of very readable
dialogue."
Despite Still's publication in many
credited magazines like the "Saturday
Evening Post," "Esquire," "Atlantic"
and the publication of 11 books, he
had very simple words to share in
describing his work.
"I just tell a story. This is what I
know best," he said, "It's natural. Just
like breathing and eating. My style is
me."
Still owns a pre-Civil War log
house in Knoll County; however, he
now spends the majority of his time in
the community of Hindman.

"I have a house in town but I enjoy
spending lime on the weekends and in
the summer at the cabin," Still said.
Still said thai his stories are mostly
about how people lived at the time he
wrote them.
His novel "River of Earth" is now
considered a classic.
This year Still celebrated the 50ih
anniversary of the publication of this
novel.
"It's still going strong," he said.
Still said thai he had never intended to write a novel and he didn't
even realize what was happening when
he began the introduction to "River of
Earth."
"One day when I was 26,1 went
into a discarded book room in the high
school," Still said, "I sat down and
wrote a story in one day. It turned out
to be the first, small section in 'River
of Earth."*
Still has also written many articles, snort fiction stories, long fiction, poems and even children's stories.
One of Still's children's stories
tells the story of "Jack and the Beanstalk" in an Appalachian dialect while
using words and phrases which are
common to the hills of Kentucky.
Still's "Jack and the Wonder
Beans" was published in 1976 and
received an award for the best illustrated children's book.
"I wanted to tell my own version
as if it happened here."
Still's own Appalachian style is
the reason for his success.
He said that as he has looked back
on his beginnings as a writer, he has
calculated that for six years he earned
a total of six cents a day.
His stan was slow.
Still commented that he attempted
several times to have his work accepted by "The Atlantic" before they
finally published one of his poems,
"Childhood in the Hills," in their
magazine.

In 1940, he received his first review in 'Time" and felt like he had
achieved an important honor in his
career.
"They called it a work of an and
all of that kind of good stuff," said
Still. But he didn't finish his work
there. His next book is currenUy in
progress.
"It's going to be called "WcJfpen
Notebooks," he said. This name reflects the area around Still's home
which is called Wolfpcn Creek.
Still said that writing is only one
of his many interests. "I've done
enough," he said, "I've traveled to
Central America, Cuba and Europe
several times, and I'm a big history
buff."
He loves to visit World War I battlefields in France, and he actually
served in the U.S. Army Air Forces
from 1941-45.
This was his first visit to the university in connection with his writings, however Still worked here for
the summer during the mid 1930s.
Although he did spend that summer here, he said that he had never
been back.
"I've never been invited to Eastem for anything like book fairs," he
said, "But I've been invited to most
other universities in Kentucky."
For whatever reason he was absent
from the university for so long, his
presence was felt here by those litening to his readings.
His loyalty and sense of devotion
to the people of the Appalachian hills
were enhanced during the reading by
his deep, lulling voice. In his own
words:
"I shall not leave these prisoning
hills
Though they topple their barren
heads to level earth
And the forests slide uprooted out
of the sky.
Being of these hills I cannot pass
beyond."

U-1
EKU TOP 10 ALBUMS

1. "To the Extreme" - Vanilla Ice
2. "Wicked Sensation" - Lynch Mob
3. "Mixed Up" - The Cure
4. "Vol 3." - Traveling Wllburys
5. "Recycler" - ZZ Top
6. "Put Yourself In my Shoes" - Clint Black
7. "I'm Your Baby Tonight" - Whitney Houston
8. "Box Set" - Led Zeppelin
9. "World Clique" - Deee-Ute
10. "Stick It Live" - Slaughter
Compiled by Jeff Duncan, Recordsmfth

A guide to arts & entertainment
u

Music

Wendy Bernardy, mezzo-soprano, will present her junior recital at
7:30 p.m., Nov. 8 in the Posey Auditorium located in the Stratton
Building. Bernardy will sing songs ranging from contemporary an songs
toaCan tana written by J.S. Bach. She will be accompanied by Betsy Grise
on soprano, Shawn Taylor on violin, Steven King on clarinet, Bryant
Keller and Susan Willis on piano. Gretchen Smith will be Bernardy s accompanist. Bernardy is a vocal perfomance major and is a member of
Delta Omicron International Music Fraternity, and has also served as
Director of Musical Activities. For more information, call 3266.
Chip Dorton, a vocal student at the university, will present a vocal
recital at 7:30 p.m., Nov. 9 at the First Baptist Church in Richmond.
Dorton will feature arias, duets, folk songs and spirituals including
"Special Moments" by John Roberts, chair of the department of music.
Dorton is an award-winning vocalist by the Kentucky Music Educators in
Louisville and a recipient of the Lexington Singers Scholarship. Dorton
is also a member of the University Singers and Madrigals. Dorton will be
joined by his accompanist, Shirley Moser, and Dale Hamblin on baritone.
The recital is free and open to the public. For more information, call 3266.
•••••
The university wind ensemble will present its fall concert at 7:30p.m.,
Nov. 14 in Brock Auditorium. The 58 member ensemble will present a
mixed program ofboth original works and transcriptions. The march "The
Black Horse Troop" by John Phillip Sous* will be presented along with ■
J.S. Bach's "My Heart is Filled with Longing." James Cumow's hymn
"Rejouisance" will be featured and also "Hammersmith - Prelude and
Scherzo" by Gustav Hoist. The symphonic poem "The Universal Judgement" by Camillo DeNardis will finish the show. The concert is free and
open to the public. For more information, call 3266.
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Award Winning Chili, Greek Gyros
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An Authentic Pub!
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« Thurs. Nov. 8 White Boys In Trouble Acoustic Duo J
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"Get your bags packed, let us do the rest"\

TRAVEL ON THIRD
Plan For Spring Break Now!
Airline and Hotel Reservations
Car Rental • Cruises • Rail

624-8785
No Fern For Our Service
Koran K.ll.r WoH.ri
Own#r/Monoj»r

Troval Consultants
Nancy Hansal

Sharry loMnsan

104 S. Third St. Richmond

=AUDIO
^CENTER
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624-2515
Southern Hills
Plaza
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University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
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University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus
University Book & Supply • Just Off Campus

WE JUST SAVE YOU MORE!
GKU 9oif
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In-Dash Car Compact Disk
Playar with AM/FM Stereo Tuner
and 12 Presets
-20-Selection CD Programming
-2-Way CD Repeat (single, all)
-Separate Bass and Treble Controls
-Fader Control
•Intro Scan
-CD Standby Switch
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IT DOESN'T MATTER HOW
YOU SAY IT

SAVE
$365
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(not tnohiding wvU)
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Don't Miss These Savings!

University Book & Supply

Truck, Van, & Car boxes
(Woofer sizes from 8" to 15")
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Prices Start at $85
Samuri Remote $139.95
These alarms are capable of many
"add on" modules for complete
security.
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Campus organizations spend
time, energy to help feed others
By Carolyn Martin
Staff writer

Despite busy class schedules and
work schedules for students, many
still donate their time and efforts to the
Home Meals Delivery service.
Four campus organizations, along
with 12 organizations off-campus,deliver meals to those in need in the
Richmond area.
The Home Meals Delivery service (HMD), a civic organization, is in
its 10th year and going strong.
Campus organizations helpdeliver
the meals Monday through Friday
between 11:30 a.rtl. and noon. The
campus organizations include Sigma
Chi fraternity. United Methodist
Campus Center, Catholic Newman
Center and the Military Science Department's Scabbard and Blade Military Honor Society.
The service prepares and delivers
about 30 meals a day.
Shirley Hartman, president of
HMD, has been with the program since
it delivered its first meal on Aug. 18,
1980.
"We have a marvelous organization," Hartman said.
The meals are hot lunches planned
by a nutritionist. Theylncludeameat,
two vegetables, fruit.dessertandmilk.
The meals are prepared in the
kitchen of the Baptist Student Center,
which provides the facility free of
charge.
The organizations work on a rotation, with each group delivering about
one week a month. There are three
routes that divide the Richmond
community, and two volunteers work
each route.
Hartman said that Richmond volunteers give more time to HMD than
any other organization.
"We're all willing to help," she
said.
Most of the people on the HMD
program come from referrals from
doctors, Madison County Health
Department and Home Health.
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After names are received, members of the HMD service go out and
interview the people. The program
compares a person's income and
expenses to see who qualifies.
Though most of the meals are
delivered to senior citizens, there is
not an age limit as to who can receive
the services.
"We all need help from time to
lime," Hartman said. "We're there to
help provide for those who need it."
There is a $2.25 charge for the
meals. However, according to volunteers, the amount is quite small compared lo the amount of food received.
The meals are prepared daily by a
cook, who is the only paid member of
HMD. Food is purchased from
Thornberry's Super Valu, and HMD
is allotted a 5 percent senior citizen
discount for its purchases.
USDA food is also provided by
the government, which includes corn,
flour and meal.
Mark Girard, minister of the
United Methodist Cam pusCenter, has
about five to six volunteers in his
organization that help with the program.
"It's great for the community,"
Girard said.
Carol Davis, who works at the
Baptist Student Center, says the plan
works because there is a lot of feedback from daily volunteers.
The volunteers see the need of the
people and report back to the board
which is made up of 12 members.
The workers volunteer their lime;
those who are serious about helping
the needy stick with the program.
"It's something that's really
needed," Hartman said.
According to Scabbard and Blade
Commander John Cecil, ihe lime involved is well worth the outcome.
"Most of the people on our route
Progress photo by JONATHAN ADAMS
are elderly or just can't gel out to shop
or otherwise prepare their meals."
Cecil said. "The gratitude of the eld- John Cecil opened a carton of milk for Stella Sowers, one of the
erly served is obvious, and that's what many In the community benifitting from Home Meals Delivery.
makes it all worthwhile."

FREE WASH
Richmond's n«w«»t, cleanest Maytag laundry Invites you to
use our hJst-llks-homs facilities.

Bung this ad for one FREE wash
OR
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Can you fill
these shoes?

By Susan Gayle Reed
Activities editor
It's a game of cat and mouse.
Spy vs. spy.
If you see students walking
around this week with a suspicious
glint in their eye, pistol in hand and
assassination on their mind, don't
be alarmed.
Unless you're their target.
It is the return of the third annual Alpha Gamma Delta Gotcha
games, which will be going on Nov.
7 and Nov. 8.
The games, inspired by the
movie "Gotcha," will put student
against student on a trek around
campus in which each will avoid
being shot by the other with water
pistols.
Each student participating pays
S3.50 to get an assassin pack, which
includes a water pistol, an identification button and a photo I.D. of
their target, another player, whom
they must assassinate.
For organizauons with 50 or
more players, the cost is $3.
Gotcha Photo I.D.s were made
last Monday at the office of student
affairs.
Alpha Gamma Delta President
Jamie Johnson said the games are
open to anyone interested.
"We'd like to get the whole
campus involved," Johnson
said."It's fun and it goes to a good
cause."
The cause which the games
benefit is the National Juvenile Diabetes Foundation, Alpha Gamma
Delta's philanthropy.
Last year the games raised about
S600, Johnson said.
"And we hope to raise even
more this year," she said.
Philanthropy chairman Kim
Howard said at last count about 60
people had gotten their I.D.s made
for the games.
After a target has been shot,
that victim must hand over his I.D.
and the I.D. of the person he in-
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Wash, dry, hang ft fold 10 lbs. mln.
Claan Store - Clean Machines - Clean Clothes

623-5014

Gammas gonna getcha
in assassination game

TH€ 6R6AT£ST ROCK CONCERT
THAT N€V€RWAS

•5 lbs. FREE drop off.

Shoppers Village Shopping Center EKU By-Pass

Susan Gayle Reed, editor
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tended to shoot.
The person who ends up with
the most I.D.S without being shot is
the winner.
The officers of Alpha Gamma
Delta are bonus targets and will
count for extra points.
Plaques arc awarded to individual male and female winners, and
trophies go to top male and female
organizations.
"We're also trying to get a pizza
party in the ravine to present the
awards and just mix and gel together to have a good lime," Johnson
said.
Johnson said there are some
rules to assassination.
All targets must be shot outside
on campus.
Any player shot inside a building will not count.
Also, all players must wear their
identification buttons at all limes in
order to allow other players to identify them as a potential target.
Any violations of the rules will
disqualify that player.
Johnson said she likes the
Gotcha games the most because it's
different from games other organizations play.
"It's different, it's a lot of fun
and it's for a worthy cause," she
said.
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TERRIFIC
TUESDAY!

V

vg Snooty Fox Hair Salon is asking
for students to model for
haircutting.
The haircut is free and there will be
nothing extreme!
For more information, call
Snooty Fox at 623-9624

GREASE

C? ^MEDIUM ONE TOPPING PIZZA/"

V $3,991*,
TUESDAYS ONLY

VaMJ it participating stores only Not vaM
with »ny oilier oner Prices may vary
Customer pays sales ta« where applicable
\
Delivery areas limited to ensure sate
driving Our drivers carry less tnan
V
WO 00 Our drivers are not
j
«
penalized tor late deliveries -

The Eastern Progress is in search of a
Features Editor for next semester. Duties
include planning, directing, and coordinating
the features page each week, plus layout and
paste-up. The position offers a weekly salary
and co-op credit is available. Applications are
being accepted in room 117 Donavan Annex
until November 19. For more information,
call 622-1872.
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Good-bye greasy kid stuff Get a real meal at
Subway Get a big, meaty 6" or footlong Subway
sub made fresh, one at a time with the free fixin's
you choose Who needs greasy burgers? Try a
fresh Subway sub.

Delivery Hours
Mon. - Frl. 10:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sat. 10:30 a.m. • 2 p.m.

624-9241
200 S. Second St.

623-0030
119 S. Collins
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:

T
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Flu vaccines will be given to students,
faculty and staff Nov. 12-16. from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Cost is $3. Anyone
who has a cold or is allergic to chickens, feathers or eggs should not take
the vaccine.

Upcoming

*V. ;<££££■'•: *ab***t«lj»a
Today and tonight
6 p.m. Room 204, Roark Building.
The Geography Club will mecfcGucst
speaker will be university student
Muhammed Ali, who will speak on
how he got out of Kuwait.
This week
Nov. 9.7:30 p.m. University of Kentucky Newman Center. Sr. Sandra Schneiders, professor of New Testament
studies and spirituality at the Jesuit
School of Theology in Berkelcy.Calif.
will give a lecture titled "No one sews
a patch on an old garment: TheChurch
and Feminism." The talk is free and
open to the public.
Nov. 10.6 p.m. Clay Hall Cafeteria.
The International Students will sponsor the International Fall Banquet,
which will feature cuisine and entertainment from around the world. Tickets arc $5 for students and $6 for
everyone else. Call 622-1478 for reservations. No tickets will be sold at the
door.
Nov. 11-17. The Geography Club will
be sponsoring National Geography
Awareness Week.The week's events
will include information booths, a
speaker, and a geography bee.

Get Smartlearn how
to study!

Nov. 13-14. Baptist Student Union.
Chi Omega will sponsor its annual
Chili Supper. Tickets are available for
S3 now and at the door. Proceeds
benefit the Madison County Child
Old movie posters are being sold for
Development Center.
S1-S2 in the Student Senate Office,
Nov. 14. Case Hall. 7p.m. - 9 p.m. A Room 132, Powell Building. Proceeds
majors information fair is planned. benefit the United Way.
Department representatives will be
available to talk with students unsure Visual cueing for aerobics will be
taught Nov. 30 from 1p.m. - 4 p.m. in
of majors.
Weaver Gymnasium. Cost is S5 for
Nov. 15.7:30 p.m. Clark Room. Wal- students and $15 for non-students.
lace Building. The Philosophy Club For information call 622-1244.
will present 'Truth and Fiction: The
Ethics of Professional Writing" by Dr. Lambda Sigma will be tutoring
Hal Bly the of the department of Eng- Brockton children every Thursday
from 6 - 7 p.m. in Room 342, Wallace
lish.
Building.
Nov. 17.8 a.m. - 5 p.m. The Catholic
Newman Center is looking for people The Kentucky Institute for European
interested in helping people in the Studies will be studying sociology in
Appalachian regions. For information Florence, Italy next summer. For information, call John Curra at 622call Jan Engle at 624-9400.
1026, or Jacqueline Spurlock at 6226:30 p.m. National Guard Armory. A 2996 or 622-2032. A group will also
Maroon Bash is scheduled. Food, be studying French in Paris and Nimcs,
music and an auction is planned. Tick- France. For information, call Alan
ets are S2S for couples and $ 15 single. Beltler at 622-2996 or Jacqueline
For tickets and information call 624- Spurlock.
0779.
Phi Delta Kappa will award a $125
scholarship in December to a fullAnnouncements
time graduate student who is enrolled
Combs Hall will be collecting money this semester. Applications may be
and sending care packages to GIs in picked up in Combs 423" or Wallace
Saudi Arabia. For information call 312. For information, contact Eloisc
Warming in Room 312 of the Wallace
Stacy at 622-3437.
Building, or at 622-1057. Deadline
for applications is Nov. 26 at 1:30
p.m.

Motor Sales

Are your grades living up
to your
potential?
Most
college
students
rould
be
performing much better if they
were aware of a feu basic atudy
methods that increases their
capacity for understanding new
material
and
certainly
eliminates a lot of forgetting.
Reviews, timing reviews to
offset the curve of forgetting,
coniolldation of material
the.ne are some of the keys in
the process of impressing the
mini with material needed to be
retained.
The facts are contained In
an economical, easy-to-use pi an
established by leading research
psychologists and educators.
Nrlte to: Student Services
Group, P.O. Box 494, Ashland.
HA
01771.
Include S3.00 and
a
self-addressed
stamped
envelope for quick response.
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Come see our

^

Quality Used Cars
and Trucks

call 623-6846.
The university Judo team practice is
open to students from 6 - 8 p.m. every
Monday and Thursday in the Mat
Room, Alumni Coliseum.

Heads up

The Baptist Student Union is sponsoring an aerobics class Mon, Wed
and Thurs at 3:30 p.m. at the B.S.U.
There is a certified instructor. For
information, call 622-4060 or 6233294.
A limited number of scholarships will
be available for students enrolling in
INS 490 (13338) for the spring semester. Criteria include a 3.0 GPA
and willingness to consider reinsurance as a major. For information, call
1579 or stop by Room 108, Miller
Building.
Greeks at a glance
Nov. 8. Alpha Gamma Delta Gotcha
Games.
Nov. 10. Chi Omega Fall Formal.
Nov. 14. Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Kappa Delta Dating Game.
Nov. 16. Kappa Alpha Theta Adopta-Family.
Nov. 17. Mule Bam. Alpha Omicron
Pi dance.
Pi Beta Phi Fall Formal.
Phi Mu Fall Formal.

Alpha Delia Pi Fall Formal.
All college of business students, part
or full-lime, should come to the Cen- Nov. 18. Keen Johnson. Kappa Alpha
tral Advising Office, Room 326, Order Parents Weekend.
Combs Building to sign up for a spring
1991 advising appointment. For information, call 622-1414.
&*^ Please send announcements of campus activities by

A scholarship for United Methodist Monday prior to publication to
students in the college of natural sci- Activities editor Susan Gayle Reed,
ences is available. For information. 117 Donovan Annex .

Progress photo by LESLIE YOUNG

Glenn George came out victorious for the second year In a row
in the second annual Todd Hall Squirrel Head Eating Contest.
Participants were judged on etiquette and creativity In the way
they ate their squirrel heads. The contest was one ot the many
sponsored by Todd and Dupree Halls during Food Feet '90. The
food contests alone have raised almost $500 for the United
Way.

Ask for Gregg or Thom

TSING TAO

1057 BEREA ROAD
(next to Captain D's)
624-0611
Go Colonels!

Chinese
Restaurant
300 West Main St.
624-0133

LUNCH ANYTIME - $2.99
• Sweat A Sour
Pork or Chlckon
• WorSuoGal
• Egg Foo Young
• Honajy or
Lomon Chlckon

CHOOSE FROM

ALLIED
HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS

& Receive an eggroll, egg drop
soup, or a regular tea free!

^* Plan ai future
fu
that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'U work with other dedicated professionals In a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call

Village Florist
125 S. Third Street, Richmond, Ky.
(606) 623-0340

invites you to their

Holiday Open House
Sunday, November 18th from 12 - 6

20%

£T

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT
615-889-0723

vaura
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or credit card
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Open Houoe Savings
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BAKED MEALS.

Two Locations
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TCHICKEN & FRIES ^SH"& FRITS $£oo1
$2.00

fish. Ftles & Hush Pupptesl

'chicken tries. * hush puppies c—...—
, _„..«
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ft&Sfrf

madison
optical

^fM$M£
"Kentucky's Largest Health & Fitness Corporation"
"Keeping Kentucky Fit Since 1981"
.

•
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•
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240 Geri Lane
623-0303

madison
optical

624-0100

sunglass shoppe
' ** MONDAY'TUESDAY,
ii WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

2-Piece Fish Dinn#r

$2.»

£.
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SUNDAY SPEC*AlALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
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Richmond Mall

623-1882
For tfie finest cyctvear selection in Hichtnond

Life Cycles
Treadmills
Stair Masters
Indoor Track
Free Weights
Super Circuit Training
Exercise Machines
Reebok Step Aerobics

Special Student Rates Are Available
We are located on the Eastern Bypass in the old
Easy Roller Rink.
}.
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Tom Marshall

Buttin' heads

NCAA site
selection
needs
revamping
When it comet to getting the
rights to hold the Division I-AA
playoffs on your home turf, you
better have cash to impress die
National Collegiate Athletic
Association.
This topic is about to tackk
university administrators, who will
be applying to be a site for the
upcoming playoffs.
They must deal with two main
restraints to getting the games, the
unclear policies of the NCAA and
programs with greater fan support.
Eastern clinched at least a tie for
the Ohio Valley Conference tide
over the weekend with a 38-14 win
over struggling Austin Peay State
University, making clearer each
week that the top-ranked Colonels
are headed to the playoffs.
Where will the playoffs be
held? What sites have been selected? Will Eastern's Hanger Field
be one of these sites?
These questions have yet to be
answered by the NCAA, even
though the season is on a swirling
tailspin toward the end.
Enhancing the questions are a
mish-mash of a policy for designating the sites.
Though the NCAA extensively
specifies rules and regulations for
most items, such as eligibility
requirements, manuals outlining
these policies often run into hundreds of pages.
Division I-AA playoff sites are
chosen by a list of criteria and
among them arc seeding of the
teams, geographical location, conflicting activities, previous shea,
enthusiasm and experience of
hosting the championships.
Money appears to be the top
factor, according to John Vemer,
assistant commissioner for the
OVC.
"If I was going to guess at what
is meant by enthusiasm for hosting
championships, I think that's...a
euphemism for whatever school can
guarantee the most revenue (from
playoff games)" he told a Progress
reporter last week.
Who will get the sites?
"There's no way anybody can
tell," said Middle Tennessee State
University Sports Information
Director Ed Given.
Given also agreed with Vemer
in saying that financial guarantees
are the main criteria in the decisions.
With Eastern's acting Athletic
Director Robert Baugh, submitting
plans for a First round game it's
becoming evident that game
revenue will have lo be generated to
gain even a chance.
The NCAA wants assurance
that Eastern can produce fan
support and substantial revenue.
This could hurt the university's
chances when you consider attendance problems that have plagued
Hanger Field throughout the season.
Eastern must compete with
schools like Georgia Southern University, which sells out virtually
every home game. Screaming, chaotic fans make Southern's games a
haven for football.
In addition, Staiesboro enjoys a
warm winter climate near the
Atlantic Ocean.
Simply put. Eastern has its work
cut out for them.
As the season has shown.
Eastern in no way can assure
anyone, much less the NCAA, what
attendance would be for a playoff
game. Battling this dilemma will be
tough for Baugh.
What is apparent from the procedure is the realization that a
definite policy needs lo be developed for site selection.
Universities with a record of
strong football programs should be
rewarded on occasion as a site for
the playoffs.
The NCAA needs to evaluate
the current criteria and develop a
more suitable system for naming
the sites, a system that athletic administrators and conference
officials can fully understand.

Tom Marshall, editor

Colonels take 38-14 road win Colonels
shoot for
OVC title
By Tom Marshall
Sports editor

The Colonels clinched at least a tie for the
Ohio Valley Conference title with a 38-14 win
Saturday over the Governors of Austin Peay
Slate University.
A mere 2,068 fans were in attendance for
the game in Clarksville, Tenn. The low attendance was just one part of the Governors'
struggle this season.
The Governors, who have lost 21 straight
games, put up their best offensive day of the
season against the Colonels. The Governors
had 232 total yards, under Eastern's 323.
The effort concerned Colonel Coach Roy
Kidd.
"I'm glad it's over with," he said. "I've
never been so glad a game was over with."
"It's tough to gel a team up for a game like
this," he said.
The Colonels jumped out lo a quick 38-0
lead late in the game, before the Governor offense got on track to bum Colonel defenders for
14 points.
Late in the fourth quarter the Governor
Photo by MARK CORNELISON
offense sustained two lengthy drives against
the Colonel defense. The drives were sparked Linebackers Kelvin Ford (56) and Ara Jackson crush Austin Peay's Eric Dance.
by freshman quarterback Eric Gregory, who The Colonels heldtho Governors to69 yards rushing in their 38-14 win Saturday.
appeared in the second half, replacing sophoCrenshaw completed 10 of 17 passes on
and keep running." McCollum said. "I just ran
more starter Reggie Williams.
the day, for 110 yards. Lester finished with 88
The Governors' first score came on a 25- as hard as I could."
Midway through the second period the yards on 18 carries.
yard pass from Gregory to junior tailback Andre
The remainder of the Colonels scoring
O'Kelly. The drive took 16 plays and covered Colonels failed to make a first down on their
came on a 29-yard field goal by placekickcr
own
29-yard
line.
Kidd
called
on
Crenshaw
lo
80 yards.
Todd Duffy and on an eight-yard pass from
After the Colonels failed to gain a first go for a quarterback sneak, but he wasn't
Crenshaw to junior fullback William "Pops"
successful.
down, the Governors marched again.
Kidd said he made the decision to moti- Smith.
Gregory completed the winning score with
Kidd said he could understand his squad's
a touchdown pass to sophomore tight end Rich- vate his offense, which struggled for most of
lack of intensity in the game.
the first half.
ard Dardcn.
"How do you get them fired up for a team
"I was very disappointed that wc didn't get
Earlier on the drive, the Governors completed a fourth and nine pass from Gregory lo it," he said. "We probably shouldn't have run that hadn't won a game?" he said.
Colonel defensive end David Wilkins
a quarterback sneak."
O'Kelly from the Colonel 15-yard line.
The Governors took over in good field answered Kidd's concerns of a letdown next
Kidd was a hole disappointed in the Coloposition, but the Colonels had another trick up week at Marshall University.
nels' play and accepted part of the blame.
"We will go back to work—we will have
"You can't blame the kids for it," he said. their sleeves.
the intensity next week."
Sophomore
fullback
Eric
Dance
got
the
"Coaches are just as responsible as anybody."
In the aftermath of the Austin Peay game,
Fluke plays created the Colonels' first two carry for the Governors and headed outside,
meeting a group of Colonels on his path. the Colonels had six players who suffered
scores.
knee injuries on an artificial turf that Colonel
The Colonels scored with 6:38 remaining Colonel defensive back Reggie McGee
trainer Bobby Barton called, "one of the hardgrabbed
the
ball
from
Dance
and
ran
72
yards
in the first quarter, when junior quarterback
est in the United States."
Joey Crenshaw mishandled the snap from center for the Colonels' second touchdown.
Lester suffered a slight knee strain in the
"He kept running and didn't tuck in the
Jim VonHandorf.
second half and was replaced by freshman
Crenshaw dropped the ball as he turned ball, so I reached in and grabbed it," McGee
said. "We were all trying to do something on walk-on, Leonard Love.
toward the backfield.
The Colonels travel to Huntington. W. Va.
Freshman flanker Kenny McCollum, was the defensive front."
for a Saturday matchup with Marshall. The
The
Colonels
finished
scoring
in
the
first
headed across the fie Id in Crenshaw's direct ion
Thundering Herd is 5-4, and owner of an 18th
when the ball popped loose. He grabbed it and half with a 16-yard touchdown run by junior
rating in the latest Associated Press poll for
tailback
Tim
Lester
and
a
five-yard
pass
from
headed 40-yards for the touchdown.
Division I-AA football.
Crenshaw
to
senior
split
end
Marcus
Moses.
"My intention was just to pick up the ball

Sports briefs
FOOTBALL: The university football team is still at
the top of the polls this week in the latest Associated
Press Division I-AA Top 20 poll. Here are the Top 10:
1. Eastern Kentucky
2. Nevada-Reno
3. Middle Tennessee State
4. Youngstown State
5. Massachussetts
6. Boise State
7. Georgia Southern
8. Southwest Missouri State
9. William & Mary
10. Holy Cross

WW
9-0-0
8-1-0
9-0-0
7-0-1
7-2-0
6-2-1
8-2-0
7-2-0
7-1-1

MEN'S BASKETBALL: The university men's
basketball team played two intrasquad scrimmages last
week in preparation for the upcoming season.
Last Thursday at Cumberland College, the Maroon
defeated the White 77-69. Jamie Ross led the White
with 26 points, while Aric Sinclair added 17. Tyrone
Amngton had 12 points and 12 rebounds.
Chris Brown scored 20 points, 14 for the White and 6
for the Maroon. Toi Bell added 12 for the White.
Sinclair scored 23 points and Kirk Greathouse 22 to
lead the White to an 81-42 victory at McBrayer Arena
Tuesday. Toi Bell scored 13 and Mike Smith had 12.
John Aden led the White with 12 points. Adrian Brown
added 10.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: The university
women's basketball team was In action Tuesday night
with an intrasquad scrimmage at Alumni Coliseum. The
White team defeated the Maroon 79-64.
Jaree Goodin led the White with 29 points and 15
rebounds. Kelly Cowan added 18 points and 12 rebounds. Sue Zylstra scored 13 and Cheryl Jones 10.
Angle Cox led the Maroon with 33 points, while
Shannah Mctntosh added 12 Sheletha McEaddy had
10 rebounds.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK: Aric Sinclair,
forward on the men's basketball team, after being
asked If he felt any added pressure by being the team's
only senior.

"Pressure busts water pipes."

Assistant sports editor
The university volleyball team
dropped out of a first-place tie in the Ohio
Valley Conference last week, but came
back with two strong wins, pushing their
record to 18-17 with three games left in
the regular season.
The Colonels defeated Bellarmine
CoUegc Tuesday 15-0, 15-11. 15-7 on
senior's night. Sue Antkowiak, Becky
Baker, Valorie Fritz and Tricia Butt were
recognized. All have played key roles this
season, and Tuesday was no exception.
"The seniors did a great job leading
the team," said coach Gerri Pol vino. "They
showed some emotion, yet they showed
poise when they needed it."
Antkowiak, an All-OVC selection the
last two years, was again the team leader.
"She's ihe steadiest player we've got,"
Pol vino said. She plays real steady, concentrating, giving 110 percent, trying to
make things work out there."
Polvino said Baker deserves a great
deal of credit after taking over the setter
position when two teammates were injured. Baker, who had primarily been an
outside hitter before this season, had never
set a ball as a member of the Colonels.
"Becky Baker is a real story," Polvino
said. "This kid set like a kid who had been
setting for years. She has tremendous
pride for a kid who's never set before."
Polvino also praised the other two
seniors for their contributions.
"Valorie Fritz has come such a tremendous way since her freshman year,"
Polvino said. "She's probably playing the
best she's played since she's been here."
Tricia Butt has been hurt the last two
years, but she doesn't want to miss a minute out there on the court," Polvino said.
"She's out there fighting all the way."
Murray Stale University defeated the
Colonels 15-10, 12-15, 15-9,15-10 Friday. Saturday, they defeated Austin Peay
Slate University 15-7, 15-9,15-6.
The Colonels, now 7-2 in ihe OVC,
will play all of their remaining games on
the road. The OVC tournament will be
played next Friday and Saturday at Tennessee State University in Nashville. Tenn.

WINN-DIXIE
America's Supermarket*

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
Nobody Saves You More Than Winn-Dixie!

.*■ ,WINN@DIXIECOUPON,,*J
America's Supermarket'

CROSS COUNTRY: The university men's
and women's cross country teams will compete Saturday In the District III meet at Furman University in
Greenville. S.C.
The Colonels earned the berth in the district by virtue
of winning the Ohio Valley Conference titles Oct. 20.
The top three teams in the District meet advance to
the NCAA Championships next month.

By Ted Schultz

Fresh made in the Deli!
Beef, Sausage or

CQEPPEPPERONI
rntti PIZZA
Limit 1 Please.
Coupon valid thru Tuesday, November 13
only at your Richmond Winn-Dixie.

J

135 EAST Mill ¥ DOWHIBWS
You Can Be A Star *

KARAOKE
SHOWTIME
J. Slitters'

Video Laser Disc Sing-A-Long system
* Bring Your Friends * Free Cassette Tape Of Your Performance
* Sing Single, Duo, Trio, Quartet * Karaoke Specials & Free Popcorn
Open 7:00 p.m. Showtime 8:00 p.m.
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Winters goes the extra mile,
heads for district Saturday

1 ATTRACT
ATTENTION

[■■■K9*a9 To Your Eyes

fey John Bergen
Contributing writer

The gun went off and 49 rutiners
headed out across the golf course as
one big group, slowly spreading out.
! As the leaders ncared the one- m ile
mark, Carena Winters was gliding with
ihe pack. This would be the last contact with the "pack" for Winters, as
she settled into a comfortable cruise,
leaving the others behind.
Winters, a junior from Manheim,
Pa., became the 1990 Ohio Valley
Conference champion without much
challenge, finishing 30 seconds ahead
of the ik-Ul.
The university women's cross
country team has now won nine consecutive OVC titles and Winters kept
ihe tradition rolling, as she became the
women's OVC Runner of the Year.
This marked the 1 lth time in 12 years
lhatan EKU runner has won this award.
, The OVC title was her fourth individual victory of the season (the others included the University of Louisville, Miami (Ohio) University and
EKU Invitationals).
Even more indicative of her success is her fifth-place finish at the
Loyola (Chicago) Invitational among
a stellar field of more than 100 runners. This was the race in Which the
coaching staff realized that Winters'
improvement was putting her on
course for a possible strong finish at
the NCAA District III meet. The district race is Saturday at Furman University in Greenville, S.C.
Winters is enjoying the success
and training as much as ever.
Winters sal out most of the spring
track season recovering from a stress
fracture. Not being able to run was
"really tough, especially seeing everybody else going to practice and I
couldn't. I realized how fun it was."
Coming off an injury. Winters was
hungry for competition.
"I was really geared up for this
season. I think in the back of my mind,
my goal was to be conference champ.
However, I never try to think way
ahead, but rather go day by day."
Winters' current goal is to finish
in the lop IS in the District III meet

with
a Youthful, Fresh
Look From...
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DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS

DR. C. L. DAVIS

Optometrist

Optometrist

DR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optometrist

228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.

Open Mon • Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

623-3358
Sports information photo

OVC champion Carena Winters runs at the District III meet Saturday.

and qualify for nationals.
Coach Rick Erdmann and graduate assistant coach Bob Backus both
feel she has a legitimate shot at a top
IS finish at the district meet Backus
said, "Carena is running real well right
now and is even running smart."
Erdmann agrees that Winters is
"having a solid season and finally
capitalizing on her potential." Reaching one's potential comes from good
training,as Erdmann said. "Winters is
very (coachable) approachable to help
and advise. She does what's needed
and takes care of herself."
If Winters does qualify for Nationals, she probably needs to thank
her dad first. It was back in the seventh
grade that dad, a recreational runner,
talked Carena into going for a run.
"My parents have been so supportive of me," she said. "My dad is the
physical inspiration and my mom the
mental. She worries for me. When I go
home now, the whole family will go
out for a run. My dad has got mom
running now, too."
A graduate of Manheim Central
High School, Winters had some prep
success before heading west to East-

em Kentucky. She was the slate runner-up in the two-mile run, and also
ran to a second-place finish in the state
cross country meet.
Winters felt comfortable about
staying away from the pressure of a
bigger school. Another factor was her
high school gym tcachcr.Michcllc
Hartman, an Eastern graduate and
former diver for the Colonels.
Winters came to EKU for the
competition of Division I and fellcomfortablc of staying away from the
pressures of a bigger school.
With help from her parents,
friends, and now the Eastern coaching
staff. Winters has become a wellrounded athlete with a great attitude.
"I've gained a lot of confidence,"
she said. "Last year, I would have said
that was my weakness, but now it is
one of my strengths. I'm ready to see
what I can do."
Winters explained that it's a young
team and has taken awhile for everyone to adjust.
"It's tough for the freshmen to
come in and be real strong, because in
college, every meet is like a (high
school) state meet."
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Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
| to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new,
iplc ni!i'(H.liRoihc Macintosh Classic
affordable Macintosh* Classic* computer.
m
It has everything you need—indudingamorutor,keytx)ard,mouse,
2
megabytes
of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and
;
irhe Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
installed.' And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll
tup and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applkations
t all work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program,
you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate
• that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple* SuperDrive"'—standard
equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and writes to Macintosh,
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MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple D floppy disks, which means
you can share information with someone who uses a
different type of computer.
r
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind
about cheap nxxnmates.

For your computer questions visit the

Academic Computing Center

or call 622-1986

The power to be your best"
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Campus news
ELECTION

Only one of four constitutional
amendments passed Tuesday.
Amendment Four was the amendment which received over 70 percent
of Kentucky's votes. The amendment
broadens the tax exemption for churchowned property.
The other three amendments all
received a "no" vote.
The amendments dealt with the
stale legislature calling itself into
special session, the legislature having
the power to review and reject regulations made by such agencies as the
Cabinet for Human Resources and the
Health Department and the granting of
more authority to cities and local
governments in dealing with local
issues.
Ellen Benzing, a clerk at the campus precinct, said the most occurring
problem was students not knowing
where they were registered to vote.
"A lot of students from other counties thought they could vote here not
knowing they had to fill out an absentee ballot,'' Benzing said. "Students
thought they could come over and
vote just because they were registered
voters."
Benzing said some voters had
problems with the machines and the
amendments on the ballot.

Continued from Front Page
county.
Of those voters, Mobcrly received
S3 percent of the vote, 4,294, and
McBride received 45 percent of the
vote, 3,572.
"It has been an extremely lough
campaign,'' Mobcrly said. "The primary was a lough race, and of course,
this was a tough race. I think anytime
you do the major things we did this
year in the General Assembly you are
going to have a tough campaign.'*
Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConncll defeated Democrat Harvey Sloane in the the race for United
States Senate.
McConncll received the majority
of the voles in Madison County, 5,815,
while Sloane received 5,078. McConncll received 143 votes at the campus
precinct while Sloane received 134
votes.
Larry Hopkins, R-Lexington, who
ran unopposed Tuesday, was re-elected
in the sixth congressional district for
the United States House of Representatives.
Hopkins received 6,680 votes in
Madison County and 165 votes at the
campus precinct.

PLATFORM
Continued from Front Page
Drawing applause from the stu; dent audience were statements referring to the violation of personal rights,
such as the ability of the police to "set
up a random road block in front of you,
make you get out of your car, bring a
dog up to sniff you, your car, all of
your belongings, take blood out of
your arm, make you [urinate] in a
bottle and stick their fingers up you to
look for drugs."
Galbraith said John Wayne would
probably not put up with this kind of
policing. This drew more applause.
Galbraith also said that the "strong
rural community" of the past has dete-

riorated into "displaced people being
forced into the urban centers, where
they are burdens on welfare and burdens because they cannot find employment."
He also said that President George
Bush is "the front man for the petrochemical, pharmaceutical industry,"
which Galbraith said is "monopolizing synthetic fuels, fabrics, medicines
and food" and taking business away
from American farmers.
Galbraith charged that Bush accepted a seal on the Eli Lilly pharmaceutical corporation's board in 1977.
The seat was made possible by Dan
Quayle's father, Galbraith said.
For these reasons, Galbraith said,
business is being taken away from the
farmer.

HALLNET opens lines of communication
By Mike Royer
and Donald L. DcZarn
Students now have the chance to
see what events are happening on
campus and to make suggestions,
thanks to HALLNET, a program available on the university's VAX computers.
HALLNET is a computer program
set up on the VAX computer system
that has a survey section, campus
calendar, bulletin board, phone book
and a Residence Hall Association
suggestion box.
The program was written by Charles Ward, a senior CIS major, who
also wrote the Comprehensive Health
Environment Testing Analysis, or

MILITARY
Continued from Front Page
versity students who are members of
the First Military Police Company.
Patrick Guckian, 20, has been with
the Marine Corps for three years, he
said.
Guckian said he has been told to
report to the Lexington Marine Reserve Center on Vo-lech Road by 7

CHETA program.
The CHETA program has been
used by students on campus for five
years as a word processor program,
database, telecommunications and a
medium to take quizzes about health.
The program has been used thousands of times by students, despite
Ward saying not much is known about
it
"Not many people know about
HALLNET. Since last week we've
had 300 responses and 4000 total have
run it," Ward said.
HALLNET has available to students a campus calendar and a campus
bulletin.
The calendar basically tells what
is going on around campus that week,

while the bulletin board is more specific and detailed in its description of
upcoming campus events, Ward said.
Like the CHETA program, HALLNET is a program designed not only to
dispense information to students, but
to collect it from them as well.
HALLNET also wants to attain
opinions about campus issues through
a survey and suggestion box.
The survey is a a series of questions focused on a particular issue and
is changed about every week- Recent
questions on the survey have had to do
with residence hall open house hours.
Ward said.
The RHA suggestion box is an
open forum for students to air their
complaints to RHA through HALL-

NET.
Jackie Conner of residence hall
programs said the suggestion box is
provided for students to voice their
opinions about any problems or concerns they might have regarding conditions in the university's residence
hall.
The suggestion box receives an
assortment of complaints and ideas.
Ward said.
When Ward collects the information stored on HALLNET each week
he turns over a copy each to Jeanette
Crockett, dean of student life and the
offices of RHA and RHP.
These offices then take appropriate action on the suggestions. For more
info on HALLNET call 2077.

a.m. Tuesday morning.
"We haven't been briefed or anything yet, so we don't exactly know
where we will be going. We just are
not sure yet," Guckian said.
According to the Reserve Center,
the 800 troops called to duty will be
used in a security and support capacity.
It has not been said whether the
unit will be destined for Saudi Arabia
to aid in Operation Desert Shield.But

at any rate, Guckian said he is ready to
defend his country.
"It makes me feel pretty good to
defend our country," he said.
Guckian, a junior, said he has told
his family that he will be leaving. "I
told my mom and she took it better
that I thought she would," he said.
"It is something that you never
expectto happen," he said. When asked
if he agrees with the United States and
how it has been dealing with the crisis

in the gulf, Guckian said he thinks the
government is doing a good job.
"I believe something was necessary," Guckian said. "I think they are
doing fine."
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To date, there have been 12 students to leave the university for active
duty — prior to the Nov. 6 call-up of
the First Military Police Company,
according to university Registrar Jill
Allgier.
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